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Abstract
Headlines is a capstone project that attempts to test how to get the 18 to 21
year old demographic interested in news by showing the target audience that news
around the world directly affects them in some way. My belief, based on personal
experience and observation, is that many young adults do not pay attention to the
news because they do not believe it plays a role in how their life plays out. The
goal of Headlines is to show the target demographic that the opposite is true;
world events do affect what happens in their daily lives.
This capstone project takes a scientific approach to figure out how to best
reach and retain the attention of this 18 to 21 age demographic. It includes the
question, hypothesis, experiment, and results, followed by a conclusion. The
question is how to most effectively engage the college-age demographic in news.
The hypothesis, based on personal experience and research, is that young adults
need content that is interactive, to the point, and “soft news” into “hard news”
based information (explained in the body of the paper). The experiment is the
multimedia portion of the capstone. The results include online traffic, how
methods to get viewers worked, as well as an explanation of methods that did not
work and why I believe they did not work. The conclusion involves an analysis of
the results.
Headlines is a three-part project: a research portion, a multimedia portion,
and an analysis portion. The research encompasses more than two semesters’
worth of information. This research helped me decide what direction to take my
capstone in, research on how to properly target my demographic, research on why
my target demographic does not pay much attention to news, and other similar
research concepts.
The multimedia portion includes a WordPress blog account
<www.wordpress.HeadlinesSU.com>, a Twitter account
<www.twitter.com/HeadlinesSU> , a Facebook account
<www.facebook.com/HeadlinesSU, and a mobile app. I posted to these accounts
and worked to get online traffic to Headlines. I recorded the results of this online
traffic to gauge the best way to get audience members.
For the analysis, I explain the results of this experiment. I also explain
where I think the future of news is heading based on both my experiment and
based on my research and personal experience.
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Executive Summary
I created my honors capstone project because as a future media
professional, I am interested in trying to get my generation interested in news. I
believe that my generation is not paying attention to the news, and that if they
were, we as a generation would have more success in helping others (in terms of
civic engagement). That is why I created Headlines. Headlines is divided into
three main components: research, a multimedia project (or the “experiment,” as I
will explain), and the written analysis. However, “Headlines” will generally refer
to the multimedia portion of the project unless otherwise specified.
The research aspect of Headlines has been two semesters worth of
research. This research helped me decide the direction that I wanted to take this
project in. I researched statistics on how many young adults pay attention to news
as well as how many young adults participate in civic engagement. From there, I
did research on what would be aesthetically appealing for people to look at on a
website. This information helped me develop content for Headlines as well as
develop the appearance of the multimedia project.
The multimedia project portion incorporates a WordPress blog account
<www.wordpress.HeadlinesSU.com>, a Twitter account
<www.twitter.com/HeadlinesSU> , and a Facebook account
<www.facebook.com/HeadlinesSU>. Headlines was created to help young adults
in the 18 to 21 year old age category understand news in an unbiased way, and
most importantly, a quick and easy-to-understand way. More specifically, the goal
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of Headlines is to help young adults realize that events going on within the United
States and the world do have an effect on them, whether they realize it or not.
Studies show that young adults do not spend as much time paying
attention to public affairs as older adults do. 1 From personal observations, they
do not spend as much time paying attention to news as their older adult
counterparts. Realistically, it may not be feasible for my generation to revert to
television, specifically news watching and reading newspapers like there used to
be in the previous generation and generations before that. Likewise, the 18 to 21
year old age group do not want to pay attention to “hard news, ” meaning pure
news/politics etc. as much as “soft news,” meaning entertainment with small
amounts of information. “Soft news” may be the beginning approach of giving
political information to people who may not have had an interest in politics. 2
The third part of Headlines is the analysis portion. As mentioned,
Headlines is being observed like a science project. The question is how to get
young adults interested in news. Perhaps if there is a direct connection between
the news story and the audience members, there will be increased attention to the
news. The concept of a news focus is staying the same, but the presentation of the
news itself is being constantly changed in Headlines. The way the experiment is
being recorded is keeping track of how many people “like” Headlines on
Facebook, “retweet” or “reply” to tweets on Twitter, and user traffic on the

1

Carpini, "Gen.com: Youth, Civic Engagement, and the New Information
Environment."341.
2

Baumgartner “MyFaceTube Politics: Social Networking Web Sites and Political
Engagement of Young Adults." 27.
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WordPress blog. As more videos and content are added, the results are recorded.
The results and analysis of those results will help crate an understanding of what
content attracts the most attention from young people.
For the paper portion of this project, I present how this project came
about, why I am interested in this project, and basic information about news
consumption. I also include the question, hypothesis, results, and conclusion of
the experiment. The conclusion will show my findings, what I did not find, and
other information relating to the results of my multimedia experiment. In addition,
the paper portion of the project includes my personal opinion of the future of
media and news consumption through the Internet and social media, as well as the
expert opinion of field researchers that study news consumption.
The majority of this project is research and analysis based. I have done
extensive reading to see what makes young people not interested in news and
what can be done to make them interested in news. The concept of getting people
to pay attention to news is a very difficult one, so it takes trial and error with the
multimedia aspect. I have a variety of videos to gauge what audience members are
most interested in watching. It includes a traditional style video where the reporter
explains the situation with an expert interview as well as videos that include only
video with the reporter speaking and no interviews.
This project is important because it is a peer’s attempt to get fellow young
people to take an interest in news. I believe that if young people understand that
news events around the world can still have a direct effect on them, then they
would pay more attention to news. For example, when some of my peers hear
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about something that has happened between Russia and Ukraine, they do not care.
However, if they realized that it is possible for events in Russia and Ukraine to
affect them or their families in a direct way, they would care. I think the media
does not necessarily make that connection as often or as strongly as they could.
This is one reason why I think Headlines would be more successful in getting to
the younger adults than traditional broadcast forums. Headlines also has the nononsense, lack of sensationalistic perspective that network news and even local
news tend to have.
In trying to keep with the broadcast format, I have included videos for
audiences to watch so that they can easily understand the issues at stake. As
society is moving into a world where it seems smart phones are used more than
television or newspapers, the media need to keep up with society and
accommodate to those who use mobile devices to look at news or use the internet.
Therefore, my project is aimed at a young audience that uses mobile devices
rather than an audience that mainly uses television.
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Advice to Future Honors Students
My advice to future Honors students is to realize that time flies much
faster than you think it will. I can promise that. For me, I felt as if I had more time
than those strictly writing papers because I thought that their projects would need
much more work than mine. I was very wrong. It takes just as much work, only it
is different work.
I suggest that you constantly seek guidance from your honors advisor you
chose for the capstone as well as your honors advisor in the honors program. It is
much better to tell them when you are not sure what next step to take, or if you
are afraid that you are falling behind. They can be a great resource for you and
can give you the encouragement or tough love that you need. You definitely need
that self-starter and self-motivator work ethic, but sometime falling behind can
make you feel nervous to talk to your advisors. Do it anyways. They want nothing
more than for you to succeed. If they say something that you do not want to hear,
it is only for your best benefit.
My other suggestion is to make a plan if you decide to do study abroad
during your junior or senior year (especially senior year, like I did). If you do go
abroad, make a detailed plan of what you will do for your capstone. Make sure
that plan is logistically and realistically possible.
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Chapter One
Introduction

When I started developing my Honors capstone, I knew junior year that I
wanted it to be for my Broadcast Digital Journalism major. The tough part was
developing the idea of what specifically to do. I automatically thought the best
approach would be to do something based on multimedia, since that is the current
premise of journalism.
I took the Honors one credit capstone planning class to get an idea of what
direction I should take my capstone in. I know that I have been interested in
getting other people interested in paying attention to the news, getting educated
about it, generating an interest in news, and getting people interested in civic
participation like voting and community service. I decided that I wanted to go in
that direction, but I still did not know how to focus that broad topic. Professor
Holzwarth suggested that I focus on a particular demographic. Other students in
the class suggested that I focus on a younger age demographic since they are
easier to “change” than people our age in terms of paying attention to news. I
agreed and felt like that made a lot of sense. For a while, I decided that was the
age group I would target. However, my passion was really with gauging people
my own age. I then decided to target my project towards the 18 to 30 category of
young adults. My reader, Professor Pacheco, suggested that I would have a much
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easier time working on this project if I narrowed that age group. This made me
decide on focusing on the 18 to 21 year old demographic. This is the college age
demographic, and I think this makes my project both more challenging and easier
at the same time. I believe the 18 to 21 year old age demographic is more
challenging because they do not actively watch news on television like their older
counterparts or pay attention to news in general as much as their counterparts. I
will discuss this information in Chapter 2 of my capstone. Creating content geared
towards an audience that statistically does not pay attention to news is
challenging, to say the least. On the other hand, I just turned 20 when I took the
capstone planning class. I am now 21 years old, and I am constantly surrounded
by the demographic I am trying to reach in this project. I understand how they
think and understand the reasons why they do no pay as much attention to news as
older generations do. Being in that demographic myself, as well as having friends
and fellow classmates in that demographic, it is much easier to know how to
target them. If I had focused on a younger demographic, such as the 14 to 17 year
old demographic, I think I would have a much more difficult time gauging what
would make them interested in news. Although it was only a matter of years ago
that I was in that age group, I do not remember what would have made me
possibly pay attention to the news if I was not already paying attention to it.
In addition to deciding the age group, I also needed to decide other factors such as
the content and how to grab the attention of my target audience.
I tried developing names for the project, and it took a while for one to finally
stick. After going through several names, I chose “Headlines.” It seems easy
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enough to guess what the project would be about, so audience members will not
be confused about the product. Another part of the project was deciding what the
logo should look like. I originally decided on a baby blue star to be the logo
because it was simple, in a bright color, and pleasant-looking. However, I realized
that a star could be confused with many other apps or website logos. I decided the
better logo would be just a bunch of blurred newspapers. I chose blurred
newspapers for two reasons. Potential copyright issues could ensue if I use it as
part of my multimedia project logo. Another reason I chose to blur out the names
of the newspapers was that not having specific newspaper name appeals to a
greater audience than central New York. Rather, it can be a national or
international appeal.
From there, I had an age demographic, a particular kind of audience to appeal to
(those that do not normally pay attention to news but may have a mild curiosity),
as well as a name and logo for my project.
The next part of my project involved research. What would gauge audience
members to my project? My initial thoughts included aesthetically pleasing
website colors, interesting content that audience would feel directly applies to
them, and interactive portions such as quizzes. With those ideas in mind, I took
the time to research my target audience, their interest in news, and details on what
kind of content would appeal to future users.
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My Interest in News
I do not think I can particularly pinpoint what point in my life I decided
that my life mission would be to get people interested in news. I had known since
middle school that I wanted to be a journalist, mainly because I wanted to be able
to help people. I felt that I could be the voice for people who cannot use their own
voice or power to help themselves or others. Life experience and education helped
me develop the idea that the best way to get people more satisfied with their lives
in part is the way that the government runs. If people knew more about what their
government does, or knew more about world events, they would understand why
things are the way that they are. I felt that if people understood current events and
news more, they could have a direct effect on how certain parts of their lives
played out.
For example, voting is a huge part of the democratic process. Journalists
and network news widely cover elections and voting. There are pieces done on the
importance of voting, or about the positions that candidates have on certain
stances. To many people, this is just “political talk” that they have no interest in.
They also may not vote because they say “It’s just one vote, mine does not
matter.” Politics can be very frustrating for people, and the fact that they
sometimes are sensationalized, mud-slinging news stories with more opinion and
less facts to back it up can make people not want to vote. I realized that need to
have more unbiased, facts-based news sources for young people to make informed
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decisions. If that can happen, then we as the public can make a positive change in
our society and in our government.
Voting is just one example; complicated, albeit, but it is one major issue for
Americans that have many mixed thoughts. I knew the topic of voting would be
an extraordinarily difficult task to tackle on my own, so I decided to focus on
telling everyday news stories about why it directly can affect others. I genuinely
feel that if audiences knew how and why news on the other side of the world
would affect their everyday lives, that they would take a bigger interest in news.
This is what Headlines is based off: the concept that news with a direct impact on
the viewer would really hit home for them.
Another aspect of Headlines is making the information quick and simple.
The goal is to tell viewers why a particular news story affects them in around or
under 30 seconds worth of video, and if they are interested in learning more, they
can find more information on Headlines. The videos that have been created keep
that 30-second to 1 minute time frame. There are blogs to accompany the website,
so that viewers can get more information if they like. The blogs also have
hyperlinks to other articles on them if they want even more information.
Although I may not have direct access to video equipment when I graduate
and go off into the working world, I would still like to continue creating content
for Headlines. I think the concepts that Headlines promotes are valuable, and I
feel that even if I cannot continue to make videos for it, I would at least like to
write blog posts and make quizzes, as well as post to twitter and Facebook. I may
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even be able to expand the project to games or new interactive features that may
be created in the future.

Breakdown of Project
In order to successfully produce a multimedia capstone project, I knew it
would require more than just the multimedia aspect itself. Research before
creating content was vital to making the multimedia project. It helped when I had
tried to figure out what audience to target, as well as spark my imagination as to
how I could best get reactions from the audience to participate in my multimedia
project.
This research involved the heavy use of academic articles and journals to find
hard data and analysis on my content matter. Research also included finding
media websites that have similar goals my project has of catering to college-age
audiences. I compared and contrasted these websites to help get an idea of what
content I should create. Seeing common themes, getting an idea of what works
and what does not, as well as small details like what font and colors are used have
all helped me get the project to where it is now.
After discussing with my honors advisor, Professor Brown, he and I
agreed that this multimedia project should be executed as a science experiment. I
would see what attracted audience members while I generate content for the
multimedia project. I would record the numbers including online traffic to the
multimedia project, seeing what interaction the website received (i.e. getting
“likes” or “comments” on Facebook, getting “retweets,” “replies,” or “follows”
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on Twitter, and getting “followers” and commenters on the blog). I would monitor
and analyze the data I received and use it to define what exactly my results were.
From there, I would be able to write a conclusion about what my results say about
my project, how they match up with my research and statistics, and speculation
based on the data about the future of news.

Why Headlines Was Created
Since middle school, I knew that I wanted to make a change for the better.
I have noticed since that young age that my friends never really cared about the
news as I did. They would rather talk about celebrities, television shows, and
movies. I liked to talk about that too, but it was not my main interest, merely a
passing interest to have lighthearted conversation. Years have passed and I still
feel this happens on a regular basis; my friends are more interested in talking
about reality television shows and social media for entertainment purposes. They
only watch the news if there happens to be a celebrity on the news, or maybe if
there is some new technological gadget that they think is interesting and may
want for themselves. My friends are not the only ones from my age group who
think that way. When I am not surrounded by my fellow broadcast digital
journalism students, there are very few classmates that watch the news. The
closest they get to watching anything with news content is The Daily Show with
Jon Stewart or The Colbert Report. It frustrated me then and it frustrates me now.
I want people in my age group to care about what is going on. We are the next
generation of rulers: politicians, CEOS, presidents of non-profits, entrepreneurs,
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and philosophers. How can they not care that the future of our world is being
shaped everyday by things and people they pay no attention to? Do they not want
input on how our lives are shaped?
I asked my friends why they do not care about news and current events. Their
answer was very straightforward. They feel that it is boring, it does not relate to
them, it is not easy to understand, and it does not give them the happiness they
want after a stressful day of school or work. I understood those reasons because I
feel they are all valid. If I was not in the major that I am in, and if my life
experiences did not shape me to care about the future of our environment, our
politics, etc. I would probably not care either. What I believe my friends need is
something that will inform and entertain. If I do it right, they will barely even
notice that they are being informed. They need something that is not depressing
news of people dying or a foreign leader who is doing things that are uninteresting
and out of their control. What they need is entertaining information that directly
relates to them. They may not watch CNN, MSNBC, or FOX, but they notice
when their grocery bills skyrocket. If they understood that sometimes their bills
skyrocket based on our relationships with other countries or turmoil in another
country, they would probably have more an a reason to pay attention to current
events. I figured out that talking about current events to my peers one-on-one
would not work. They would listen to be polite, but they would not truly listen or
care. They need to be on social media or the Internet and see something that
catches their eye. Once they click on whatever it is that catches their eye, the
hardest part is over. They may leave the page or click on other links within the
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pages, but the hardest part is reaching them for that initial click. This is how I
knew that Headlines has to catch them at the beginning; it needs to be funny or
very connected to their daily activities like shopping for food or groceries,
interfere with their Internet, or pay more money for something. These are all
general things that would bother the average young adult, based on my personal
observations. Headlines is a way to test out my personal observations and see if I
can be successful in creating engaging, soft-news content that will make young
adults interested in news.

Chapter 2
Research
As previously stated, Headlines included more than two semesters worth of
research to figure out best what the target audience should be, where to engage
the target audience, how to engage the target audience, and what ideas I could use
from already successful news outlets to use for Headlines.
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At the beginning of my research, I found that getting the youth involved in
community service was an “important precursor to political action”.3 If children
around the age of 14 started doing community service, they would more likely be
involved in politics. Meanwhile, another scholarly article says rates of
volunteerism among young people have significantly increased within a decade
“unlike many measures of formal political engagement.” 4 There is a huge mix in
results about what affects political and news engagement. Given these skewed
results, I decided not to take a focus on using community service as a way to
influence young adults to get involved in current events, politics, or news.
Another finding from initial research was that encouraging many people to take
part in some sort of social action is based on the individual. Some may want to
join groups to achieve a particular goal because they may see it as crucial to get to
said goal. Meanwhile, others may have less incentive to take part in a particular
goal because they feel that other people are not needed to achieve a goal. 5 This
translates to what I see as a collective or individualized goal of getting others to
be interested in the news. However, I feel that social media allows both of these to
happen. These social networks give users the choice to partake in a goal
individually by clicking on a link they may see in Headlines and deciding to take
part, or they may want to achieve the goal of getting others involved by “sharing,”
3

Pasek "America's Youth and Community Engagement: How Use of Mass Media
Is Related to Civic Activity and Political Awareness in 14- to 22-Year-Olds." .116
4

Kahne "The Limits of Political Efficacy: Educating Citizens for a Democratic
Society." 289
5

Pasek 117
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“liking,” or “tweeting” the information they just received or the quiz they just
took. Several well-known media scholars have noted that community activities or
networks can auspiciously cause groups to take part in news or other civic
functions, even if it is unintentional. This happens through conversation based on
mutual interest and sharing a sense of community. 6
Education is one of the best predictors of political knowledge. 7 Therefore,
although there may be some difficulty getting college-age adults to pay attention
to news if they do not already, those who are in college may be more likely to pay
attention to news in the first place.
Young adults are just as likely to think, or even more likely to think, that there are
important public problems in the United States that need to be addressed. 8
Clearly, there is not a debate of whether young adults are aware of the massive
issues our country faces. They are fully aware, they just feel that they are
institutionally powerless and feel betrayed by their government at times. Young
adults have not lost their ability to have insight into political affairs, they are
simply apathetic.
According to the Pew Research Center, about half of 18 to 29 year olds
used Internet wirelessly on a laptop or cell phone as of 2009. 9 By 2014, this
number has likely increased significantly. This shows the importance of creating
6

Pasek 117

7

Pasek 127

8

Carpini 345
Lenhart "Social Media and Mobile Internet Use Among Teens and Young
Adults." 4
9
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content that is geared towards laptop or cell phone format compatibility. It also
shows the importance of “quick and easy” access to content, as an increase in
wireless technology could mean a societal emphasis of being on the go more often
than not.

News Viewing Statistics and Internet Use
America’s youth are less interested in politics or public affairs. There are various
reasons for this, from a feeling of disappointment in local officials to less of an
obligation to pay attention to or participate in the political process. In addition,
the youth are less likely to read the newspaper or watch the news and do know not
as much information about how politics works. Sixty one percent of 18 to 24 year
olds feel that today’s political leaders have failed them. Only one out of every
four young Americans in the 15 to 24 year old age category feel that the
government and elected officials have an impact on their everyday lives.10
It is vital that young adults understand that news affects them everyday.
They may not realize how directly it affects them, but it does. This is the core of
what Headlines is about: there is a direct effect between current events and the
American public. Sometimes the media fail to connect that, so Headlines tries to
make it as blatantly obvious as possible to the audience that this is indeed the
case.

10

Carpini 341

24

College Age News Statistics
Young Americans are disengaged because they are pushed away and looked over
from the political process. This causes them to have less motivation and less of an
ability to overcome this alienation. 11 Feeling alienated from the political process
can translate to feeling less obligation or desire to pay attention to current events,
which can include the news. This does not only include television or newspaper
format, but social media as well.
More than half of young adults use social networking sites. College aged people
more likely to use these social networking sites tend to have three main
personality traits compared to non-social networking site users: Extraversion,
neuroticism, and openness to experience. 12 This social networking site research
specifically refers to social media sites used for non-traditional information use;
rather, it is used to connect and communicate with friends and mutual friends.
Although this research does not specifically connect with news-watching
statistics, it is very important to note because it helps keep in mind that getting
young adults to pay attention to Headlines, it needs to have that communications
and interactive focus and not a news focus per say. There is also no specific

11

12

Carpini 345

Correa "Who Interacts on the Web?: The Intersection of Users’ Personality and
Social Media Use." 247
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gender to focus on with Headlines, as studies show that college-aged adults use
social networking sites equally as much. 13

Process in Deciding Content
The motivation of the public to take part in politics comes from a variety
of factors. One of these is seeing a public problem that affects a person or other
people that he or she cares about. 14 When people hear news that they think has
little to no effect on them, they do not necessarily care as much. When they are
aware that something will have a moderate to heavy effect on them at that
moment or soon to come, they care exponentially more.
In terms of political and news website features themselves, there is not as much re
research available. One study of 18 to 24 year olds shows that they have a
different preference than their elders do for site design about politics or news, but
it does not list what kinds of features they desire. 15 However, research has shown
that young adults are more likely to be attracted to websites that have interactive
content like quizzes, polls, games, online voting, “sharing” features to show other
users particular content. 16 Therefore, I think it is reasonable to assume that this
interactive content may work well for political and news sites as well. This

13
14

Correa 248
Carpini 343

15

Bachen "Civic Engagement, Pedagogy, and Information Technology on Web
Sites for Youth." 293
16

Bachen 293
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information, as well as personal experience, caused me to include interactive
features on my website. I had already considered putting interactive features on
my website besides just videos, but this research pushed me to add more
interactive content to Headlines.
My research has shown what kind of features a website should have in
order to effectively reel in and keep audiences. Putting personalized content is a
very important part of a website. However, some of the research I came across
was geared towards websites that are used specifically by businesses that also sell
goods through their site. I have not taken classes about customized websites or
code, so I was not able to personalize my website/blog much more than adding
quizzes. It is very difficult to personalize websites to the degree that some
research suggested given my expertise in areas other than coding. 17 More sounds,
pictures, and animations may be more appealing to younger user, but it would
take longer to load and be less appealing as a website. Therefore, there must be a
“trade-off” between the speed and presentation of the website.18 Some other
criteria found to measure a website’s quality and effectiveness are if it has fast
access, information that can be found with a minimum number of clicks, easy
navigation, a clear purpose, a brand image, search options, information on the
organization, standard navigation, standard home button, standard back and
forward button, and consistent and clear colors, pictures and images.
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In creating content, I also tried to keep in mind that social networking is one of
the primary reasons that enable people to communicate through the internet,
which is one of the main reasons people go online. 19

Comparison of Similar Websites
Some of the websites I have found are Huffington Post College (or
Huffpost College), BuzzFeed, College News, Now This News, and Student Daily
News. These websites all promote news, and all seem to be catered for the young
adult crowd (see Appendix C). The trend of content has more of an emphasis on
“soft news,” “soft news” that develops into or towards “hard news”, and then
“hard news” in that order. A lot of news on these sites will be about fashion or
celebrities, for an example of “soft news”. Stories under this category have little
to no news stories that would be prime news material for media such as the front
page of the New York Post or breaking news for CNN. The next category of “soft
news” that develops into “hard news” may be about technology, for example. A
story may talk about a new feature on the newest iPhone, but explains that a new
virus could be affecting it (as Headlines covers about logging into Facebook and
the Heartbleed bug). This kind of story takes interesting news that would affect
the lives of many college aged adults, and then use it to explain that “soft news”
while explaining the “hard news” portion and why it is important.”
The third category of “hard news” would be more likely to involve information
about a deadly event, or a political leader’s policy decisions, for example. A

19
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school shooting or the president’s trip to a foreign country to talk about
international policy have little to no “soft news” information to discuss and
instead delve right into “hard news” information.
All the similar websites seem to have a heavy emphasis on social media
no matter what the content is. For example, a story may be about how a person
used social media to make a difference in a person’s life. Another example is that
a story may be “hard news” and become a trending topic because a famous figure
tweeted something important, or story about a famous figure is backed up with
evidence on social media. Social media is so pervasive to almost every aspect of
our daily lives throughout society, there is no avoiding it.

Contrast of Similar Websites
Some of the major differences between all of these websites are the
amount of articles that are posted and how often there are posts. These numbers
and time periods vary greatly between the sources. The websites that seem more
successful like Huffpost College and BuzzFeed seem to generate the most variety
of interactive content the most often. Another difference between the sites is that
the Huffpost College and BuzzFeed seem to have a larger variety of colors
without going overboard. The other websites have a few different colors, but they
are not as vibrant and attention grabbing. Huffpost and BuzzFeed have a white
overall color, but the top page fonts and tabs have the variety of color that can
immediately grab the attention of viewers. The other websites have a general blue,
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black, and white color scheme, the exception being Now This News, which has
some small elements of Green and Red.

College Media Sites
From my observations of the website and its content over the past few
months, Huffpost College’s top common themes for stories seemed to be about
celebrities, sports/athletics, relationships, race relations, food, Greek life, and
parties. The top stories change regularly and new content is frequently being
added.
BuzzFeed has a tendency of getting young adults hooked to their content
based on topics that keep their audience laughing, nostalgic, and just generally
connect audiences to the site the best. The content is always fresh, and there is a
huge variety of content. It is not just articles, but quizzes, lists, polls, etc. Some
material is sensationalistic in the sense that headlines can sound very “doom and
gloom, the end is near” content and it also draws in audiences with its common
use of sarcasm in posts. Some of the topics include fashion/style, random news
(i.e. nothing necessarily considered “hard news”, but more of “soft news” that is
interesting but not as newsworthy as “hard news”), pop culture, technology, music
videos, crime, and race relations.
College News rarely has a change in top stories. The site adds additional
content about once a week. The topics that College News breaks up its content
into are news, resources, and lifestyle. The respective stories within these groups
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include a strong focus on music, film, celebrities, fashion, sex and dating, careers,
and some articles referencing drug use.
Now This News has categories with the tops news stories, as well as U.S.
news, entertainment, world news, politics, food, and science/technology. Many
stories within these categories include blog posts about sports, gay rights,
television shows/movies, famous Tweets, guns/politics of guns, etc.
There are clearly some common categories of blog posts that college-age news
media sites focus on; the most common ones seem to be the socio-political issues
of war, gun violence, gay rights, etc. as well as a high value on entertainment
news like fashion and celebrity gossip. Of large importance for all these sites also
seems to be career information/advice and sex/relationship/dating content. Sports
are a large art of content, as are any pop culture or social media references.
Student Daily News is unlike all other news sites. It is unlikely that
college-aged adults will use this website compared to the other ones previously
mentioned. However, it is important to add in a purely informative news
educational news site rather than just a “soft news” to “hard news” approach to
content. Some of the major topics for the website include presidential news,
international news, technology and consumer news, as well as socio-political
news.

Humor versus Traditional
Part of the large switch to alternate sources for news from the cable
television news to other forms of news is the way that the news is presented.
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Traditional news tends to be conversational and to-the-point. However, it is very
serious, can be vague or unclear on details, and can be difficult to get direct
information or commentary from at times. This is why I believe that most people
in my generation would prefer shows like The Colbert Report or The Daily Show
with John Stewart to get some to all of their news. These shows take real news
events, and find holes in the arguments of politicians or poke fun at their rhetoric
or actions. I believe that young adults find this refreshing to see that they are not
immediately glorified or demonized as traditional media sometimes does. Rather,
they tend to make fun of anyone who says anything that can be made fun of.
Young adults still learn very basic information about these news events if they did
not know about it already, but it gives a light-hearted feel to the news. In this day
and age, it seems like our young adult generation focuses on media that have
heavily incorporated humor or some sort of entertainment value into any kind of
news, whether it is sports, entertainment or “hard news”. Based on personal
experience and the opinion of fellow college-aged adults, the news can be very
depressing sometimes, and can make us feel powerless. Humor brings the joy
and/or realisticness of a situation into the focus, and it seems preferable to our age
category than traditional news.
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How to get the disengaged, engaged
Some experts suggest that just being exposed to news is not enough to
have an impact on audience members. 20 For there to be an effect, the audience
member has to see a connection between himself/herself and the content they are
watching, as well as a psychological interaction with that content. This research
helped push Headlines in the direction it is now and proves that the goal of
Headlines, to create content that directly relates to the audience, should be
successful if it correctly takes this approach.
Boyd suggests that social networks allow disengaged people to have a starting
point into political engagement because they can see content they would
otherwise not seek out themselves. By starting with “soft news” content and
sinking into “hard news” content, it can be much easier to catch the interest of the
disengaged. This is what caused Headlines to take a “soft news” direction with
online quizzes and polls. The goal is for the disinterested to notice the quizzes and
polls, decide to take these interactive quizzes/polls, and then navigate to other
Headlines content because they are already on the website/Facebook page/Twitter
page.
However, Boyd also suggests that in an age of options for online content
use, young adults can very easily avoid content that they would not generally have
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an interest in. 21 There are options to “block” statuses from a particular person so
that they do not show up in your “newsfeed” of all the statuses of your “friends.”
This is a very viable option for those young adults who wish to avoid news
content. Even by just avoiding what this person says, it is more likely to not come
up. The “friends” that you interact with the most on Facebook are more likely to
have their content show up on your “newsfeed” than those you do not interact
with as much, based on personal observations. For Twitter, this option is not
possible. However, it is possible to “scroll” right past this particular person or
Tweet, just as you can do with Facebook. On WordPress, it is possible to see the
blog posts that other users have created and scroll through to see the first couple
of sentences along with the headline and accompanying picture with it. There are
the options to “reblog,” “comment,” and “like,” much like Twitter.
Ginwright and Taj suggest that the path to youth engagement is using
youth culture to get them involved in politics.22 By using parts of youth culture, it
is easier to understand the youth and for them to understand why they should be
engaged in politics and news. This includes using youth culture language; words
that are easier to understand and perhaps include slang or other pop culture
references that young audiences would understand. It also includes content
development involving youth culture. This may include references to celebrities,
pop culture, music, slang terms, evoking a particular form of writing, etc.
Headlines makes some connections to this research by trying to make a
21
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connection to current events/news and using youth culture to achieve a connection
with the audience.

Chapter 3
Multimedia Project: The Experiment
Headlines keeps the same picture so that there is no confusion that it is the
same project (Appendix A). The blurred picture of newspapers was chosen to
keep with the title of “Headlines” for easy profile picture-to-brand name
connection so that there would not be confusion. A picture of multiple
microphones was chosen as a secondary picture due to its media connotations. An
immediate thought to many who look at the website may assume that the
microphones are for press conferences. Another option is that the viewer assumes
there are microphones because something important needs to be said. Those were
the two main ideas I had when I chose the picture of microphones.
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The multimedia project also is consistent in terms of looks and content. I did not
stray from the similar look between the WordPress account, Facebook account,
and Twitter account if I was able to help that. I also tried to keep all the same
content on each page/account. For example, if I posted a video on WordPress and
then a blog on WordPress, I would put them both on Facebook and Twitter for
consistent content. The same can be said of Facebook and Twitter on WordPress.

Types of Content Generated
The types of content generated were videos, blog posts, quizzes, polls, and
links to other articles. The videos are all under one minute in length to be short
and to the point while giving a basic explanation of the story topic or question
posed. Most are around 35 seconds and name the topic/question, explain why or
give the answer as to how it affects the viewer, and end with the Headlines name,
slogan of “quick and easy,” and end with the blurred newspaper pictures and
Twitter handle of @HeadlinesSU.
There is an additional blog post that is the same topic as the video. The
blog post, however, gives a more in-depth explanation of the topic itself with any
definitions of words or concepts that are not easily understood. There are also
hyperlinks, or highlighted and underlined words that are linked to a different
website. The hyperlinks help give alternate information than what Headlines
contains. Hyperlinks can also validate the content written in Headlines blogs. The
blog posts also includes a more in-depth explanation of why the topic affects the
viewer. This was done so that if viewers have any unanswered questions from the
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short video, they can be answered with the blog post. If those questions from the
audience are still unanswered, then can comment on Facebook, reply on Twitter,
or comment on WordPress to ask for more information, more of an explanation,
or the sources I got the information from.
Quizzes were created to have an additional layer of interactivity for audience
members. The quizzes ask questions about the user’s personality or about other
defining characteristics like a teenage magazine may or as if BuzzFeed may do.
The quizzes are less than 20 questions and easy to answer, so it does not take
much time to finish the quizzes to get the answer.
Polls are created throughout the WordPress and Facebook. They were not
included in the Twitter account because polls are not typically found directly on
Twitter, but rather on a link from a Twitter post to an article with a poll at the end.
It seemed more logical to post polls only on Facebook to gauge how the
Headlines page was doing, and it seemed more logical to post polls at the end of
WordPress blogs to get an understanding of what readers thought of the articles.
Links to other articles are extremely common on Twitter and Facebook. I
was not entirely sure about WordPress because I do not use WordPress frequently
as I do with the first two account sites. I posted links from other articles as an
additional source of information, a direct view of a source I may have used in
creating and developing video and blog content, and as a way for viewers to
possibly have their eyes catch a popular website name and create interest in my
website based on the website link I post. For example, if somebody who “liked”
Headlines on Facebook was scrolling through their newsfeed and saw a BuzzFeed
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article that looked interesting, there is a very high chance (based on personal
experience) that he or she will look at who posted this BuzzFeed article. My hope
is that they will see Headlines posted an article they may be interested in, and may
click on the Headlines link to see what other articles may have been posted.

How Information Was Measured
The data of online traffic to Headlines was measure by using the analytic
tools that Facebook, Twitter, and WordPress come with, as well as using the
information given to calculate some of my own numbers. Appendix D shows
some of the numbers given by these sites to help calculate the average numbers of
people who viewed a post on Facebook, people who followed Headlines back on
Twitter, and who followed Headlines on WordPress. Facebook was measured by
the number of “organic” (or non-paid) views of the posts on the Headlines
account. Twitter was measured by the amount of followers to amount of people
that Headlines followed. Finally, WordPress was measured by the number of
users who followed the page based on time being active and number of followers
total.

How Often Content Was Generated
Content was difficult to generate at a certain time every day due to time
conflict issues. However, the goal I had was to create several content posts every
week. I tried to switch up content types, between videos, quizzes, links and polls
to gauge what kind of content the audience wanted. I knew that if I continually
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posted only videos every week and that was not want the audience wanted, they
would tune out to Headlines because that is not the content they wanted.
Likewise, if I posted just blogs for several posts in a row or only links to other
articles for several posts in a row and it was not what the audience wanted, they
would get bored and not come back to the site. That is why I mixed up the content
with every different post as much as I could. I think this method was effective
because I did not lose any followers or people “liking” my page. I believe that if I
continued with one style, viewers might have ignored my posts and “unliked” or
“unfollowed” my page if it bothered them enough.

Chapter 4
Results and Analysis
The results of Headlines’ online traffic and readership was much less than
expected. In an ideal situation, there would have been at least 100 Facebook
“likes” for the page and at least 50 Twitter followers. I did not set a minimum
goal in order to consider this capstone a success because I felt that would take
away from the content and natural flow of the project. Although many
organizations similar to mine would push heavily to get as many hard numbers (in
terms of likes, “retweets”, “replies”, “comments”, “followers”, etc), I felt that the
best route was to put information that caught viewer’s eyes, not “shoved down
their throat” to the point of overkill that people would get sick of my posts and not
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pay attention. The point of Headlines was to have such interesting and eyecatching titles and information that readers would naturally be drawn to look at
articles, rather than be constantly bombarded with requests to “like”, “retweet”,
“reply”, etc.

Findings on Facebook
Facebook provided the most helpful information to gauge what the
audience was most interested in. I was able to see how many people saw my posts
on the Headlines Facebook account. I looked at the number of people who looked
at the posts for each category of post: videos, quizzes, polls, links to other articles,
and blog posts. I tallied the number of posts in each category and the number of
people who looked for each number of posts. I then averaged the number for each
category to get the number of views per post category (see Appendix D for
multimedia project data). I had assumed that videos and quizzes would get the
most number of views, but I was half right in that hypothesis. I believed that as
videos were the most interactive and engaging of the categories, those would be
the most popular posts to view. However, the data showed that most people
looked at videos and links to other articles. The hypothesis was half right because
I felt videos would be one of the most popular categories, but the guess of quizzes
was wrong. I believe the data does make sense because some of these links are to
BuzzFeed and other popular sites for young adults, which may catch the eyes of
my audience better than other posts.
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Findings on Twitter
Twitter did not present itself to be the most actively viewed by audience
members. There were very few followers, at least much lower than was expected
(see Appendix D for multimedia project data). I “followed” dozens of
nationally/internationally known organizations and political leaders. I assumed
that because the Twitter account was public and anyone could see the profile, I
get instantly get lots of “followers.” However, that was not the case. My advisor
suggested that I “follow” local journalists, and that did generate some additional
“followers” to the list. It did not work that much in favor of Headlines, though,
because there were only 11 followers for the 127 accounts that I followed on
Twitter. This is again a scenario where I did not make the focus to get a certain
number of likes because I felt that it would skew the most accurate result of data.
The goal was to get “likes” by word of mouth or view, not to “shove it down
other’s throats” so to speak and constantly over-promote the page. Perhaps if I set
the goal to at least 50 followers I would have successfully reached that number,
but I felt it was better to get a more organic set of data this way.

Findings on WordPress
The results from WordPress indicated that I less than 10 people to follow
my blog (see Appendix D for visual statistics). Again, this was a case of not
heavily pushing for followers in order to see what the organic results would be.
WordPress was not very successful on its own, but was somewhat successful in
being shared on Facebook. Facebook got people to pay attention to the blog posts.
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Having a blog was not optional to me when I created Headlines. I felt that
it was a necessary part of how journalism works today. Television reporters have
a written story to accompany their packages, and online newspaper writers have
their content on some sort of blog. Therefore, I felt it was essential to have a blog
as part of the multimedia project. However, research shows that the public is not
particularly excited about blogs. The media and academia may find it to be
essential or prefer to include it as part of their work, but the public does not
generally follow them as expected. 23 This made me question whether I should
have a blog in as part of the multimedia project. What made me decide to keep the
blog was that because it tends to be the standard with news, I wanted to keep that
similar format. The intention of Headlines is to make changes, but it is much
easier to gauge how effective these changes are when there are some constants in
the experiment.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Is this a matter of the disengaged staying disengaged, or a lack of efficient
marketing towards the disengaged? I do not know for sure. Based on my personal
experience before my capstone, I would have told you that my guess is that the
disengaged will stay disengaged. A large part of this is that there is not efficient
marketing towards the youth in terms of content development and attentiongrabbing techniques. After my capstone, I believe it is still that the disengaged
will stay disengaged until they realize that small steps (that they could learn from
sites like Headlines), they can take will dramatically effect what happens in their
daily lives. I believe that my friends who never normally have an interest in news
paid attention to it because I was so enthusiastic about it. I do not know for sure
whether people looked at Headlines content because they had a genuine interest or
because they wanted to see how I worked as a writer and journalist. The results
can tell a lot about the 18 to 21 year old age category, but it may never be truly
unbiased with a small amount of “test subjects” that are regular audience
members.
Is this a matter of the news and government not paying enough attention to
issues that matter to them? It scares me, quite frankly, that young Americans are
not getting more involved with politics and public policy as they get older. 24 I
believe that my peers do not feel as if their opinions are welcomed by political
leaders. From my conversations with fellow students, I think a large part of their
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frustration is that their interest in politics, news, and changing the world to make
it a better place are equivalent to constant fights against corporations and leaders.
Many people I have spoken with over the years have said that they feel as if facts
and opinions are thrown at them, rather than given to them in a manner of
discussion. For example, one peer had told me that she felt her voice as a future
leader did not matter because the generation “in power” told her what was
happening in her field of work, told her what was right and wrong, and left it at
that. She said that this was through academic articles, face-to-face discussions
with leaders, through news interviews she saw on television, and multiple other
forms. She, along with many others in my age group, does not feel as if they are
rightfully given a privilege to be heard in matters of politics, news, and what goes
on around them.
Is it a matter of the more formal, rigid way that the news is presented; are
young adults looking for a new, fresh way to get the news? I believe through both
the creation of Headlines and through personal experience that young adults have
a lack of trust towards the media, and the formal, traditional way of news
presentation is nearly dead. News media have pushed forward a heavy social
media agenda and online streaming for the most part. However, there is still a
cling onto the formal presentation of news that has probably not changed in 40
years.
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Overall Trends from Research and Experiment
It seems the interjection of humor such as The Colbert Report and The
Daily Show with Jon Stewart are more appealing to young adult audiences. The
use of slang references that news programs do not use is also very appealing to
young adults. News channels do use conversational, easy-to-understand writing,
but do not necessarily “level up” to the kind of simple, funny, understandable
media that knows how to cater to younger audiences. There are many efforts, like
an emphasis on social media and some fun videos that are lighthearted, but
television news seem to not quite meet the level that 18 to 21 year olds are
looking for. The media seems to understand that social media and online
streaming are the future, but do not utilize social media and interactive content to
the full extent that they could. College-aged sites and social networks do utilize
all the interactive activities and content, and that is part of the reason they are so
successful for our age group. I also believe that since these sites and social
networks do not focus strictly on news, but rather a combination of “hard news”
and “soft news” together, they are more successful and cater to young adults
better with a variety of interests. Sites and networks that utilize the “soft news”
easing into “hard news” technique are significantly more successful than
traditional “hard news” media.
Facebook still seems to be the biggest contender for garnering the attention of
young adults. Twitter and WordPress do not seem to be popular for the age
category. There have been reports on and off that say Twitter will be overtaking
Facebook or already is, but based off this experiment, that statement is not
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accurate. Facebook seemed to have the most overall audience and continual
viewership, it seemed to have the best options to interact with the audiences, and
seemed to get the most people to “like” it.

Outcome for News Future Based on Research and Data
Several major themes popped up between the research and data collected
from working on Headlines. The more interactive the news, the better. People get
bored being talked at. They want to feel as if they have a say, as if they can
respond back like a conversation, and as if they can do more than just sit and
watch. Being able to not just watch videos, but use quizzes, learn and be
entertained, and have fun are important for young adult media consumers. In
addition, the shorter, the better. Young adults like a “short and sweet” answer.
They do not want long, drawn-out information. They want a small amount of
important and/or interesting information and quick explanation. If they want
additional information then they will seek it out. For their initial information, they
want those quick explanations.
What I also noticed from Headlines was that there was a trend of more
“likes” on Facebook for more videos and links to other websites or website stories
than other kinds of content. Twitter did not show a lean towards one kind of
content or another, nor did the website. My hypothesis was that quizzes and
videos would generate the most online traffic content and have more audience
members attracted because they were the most interactive. Youth-oriented
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websites such as BuzzFeed are well known for their interactive material like
quizzes and videos, so I had believed I might have a similar success. I am not sure
why links to other websites and articles were more successful than quizzes, but I
think if Headlines was continued for a longer amount of time and I had more
analytical tools to figure this out, I would be able to pinpoint why.

Outcome for News Future Based on Personal Experience
Professor John Nicholson asked my BDJ 465 class a question as secondsemester seniors. He asked us not to give us an answer immediately. He told us
this was a question we should think about for this semester; in addition, a question
we will experience firsthand throughout our careers. What is the future of news?
Professor Nicholson asked us to think about where the news is right now, where it
is headed, how it will change. Will these changes be for the better or for the
worse? Will television news exist by the time we are middle-aged? Will news be
completely online? Is it worth being a member of the media for a career?
The question I was told to ponder directly correlates with my capstone. Where is
the future of news going? Was Headlines a wise decision for a capstone? Did I
take the right approach, and are online video, quizzes, links, and other similar
interactive features going to be the standard?
Based on my personal experience, as well as completing my capstone, I
believe at this point that television news will exist during my lifetime. I do not
think it will have nearly as many channels, and I do not think it will have 24 hour
a day, 7 days a week airtime on television. I believe streaming the news online
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and more interactive features will become the norm, but it will not fully replace
television within the next 70 or so years that I am alive (hopefully). I foresee
more content such as the GIFs, or moving images, used in the media, as BuzzFeed
does. I think these youth-geared websites are the future of the media. The focus
for young adult websites are not news-heavy, but rather entertainment and
technology focused with news as well.
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Appendices
Appendix A

A1. Microphones used for header

A2. Blurred newspapers for profile picture and background
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A3. Headlines WordPress account with profile pictures as a “tiled” background

A4. Headlines Facebook Account
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A5. Headlines Twitter account
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Appendix B
Headlines Statistics

B1. The number of clicks on a Twitter post

B2. The number of clicks on a Twitter post

B3. The number of clicks on a Twitter post
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B4. The number of clicks on a Twitter post.

B5. The number of clicks on a Twitter post

B6. Twitter followers
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B7. Twitter profile page showing followers and posts

B8. Twitter analytics of followers by gender
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B9. Twitter analytics of follower’s interests
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B10. Twitter analytics of follower’s top interests
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B.11 Twitter analytics of posts
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B12. Twitter followers
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B13. Total Twitter analytics
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B14. Facebook data
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B15. Facebook audience data
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B16. Facebook audience location total data
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B17. WordPress followers/viewers

B18. WordPress views
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B19. WordPress views
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B20. WordPress totals
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B21. Updated number of WordPress views
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Appendix C
Similar Websites

C1. Leading story of Huffpost College homepage
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70
C2. Huffpost College homepage

C3. HuffPost College top stories
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C3. Leading story BuzzFeed homepage
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C4. BuzzFeed News tab top stories
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C5. BuzzFeed homepage top story
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C6. BuzzFeed top story article
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C7. College News homepage
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C8. College News homepage recent news
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C9. Now This News homepage continued
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C10. Leading Now This News story
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C11.Now This News homepage stories
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C12.Now This News favorite stories
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C13. Leading story Student News Daily homepage
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C14. Student News Daily homepage
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Appendix D

D1. Facebook data

D2. Twitter Data

